Drill Gages Industrial – Hardened

1 – 60 Twist Drill and Machine Screw Tap Gage
• Tells at a glance the correct size tap drill for machine screw tap in "NF" National Fine or "NC" National Coarse thread series
• Shows the correct body size drill to use
• 60 Sizes shown with number and decimal equivalent of drill at each hole

Order No. NB40-5051 • $18.50

1/16" to 1/2" Fractional Size Drill Gage
• Gage has 29 measuring holes for determining twist drill sizes from 1/64" to 1/2" in 1/64" increments
• Shows drill sizes in inches and decimal equivalents

Order No. NB40-5052 • $17.50

A to Z Alphabet Drill Gage
• Used to select or check drill sizes from "A" to "Z"
• Each gage hole is marked by letter and its decimal equivalent from .234 inch diameter through .413 inch diameter

Order No. NB40-5053 • $17.75

1/16" to 1/2" Fractional Size Drill Gage
• Gage has 29 measuring holes for determining twist drill sizes from 1/64" to 1/2" in 1/64" increments
• Shows drill sizes in inches and decimal equivalents

Order No. NB40-5054 • $11.50

Sheet Metal Gage
• For gaging uncoated sheet metal, plate iron and steel
• Gage numbers are U.S. Standard 0 to 36, based on weights in ounces per square in.
• Decimal equivalents are on reverse side
• Chrome finished is hardened & tempered
• 3 3/4" Diameter, 3/16" thick

Order No. NE50-21 • $23.10

Reference Table
• Essential tap drill and decimal equivalents reference table for toolmakers, machinists and mechanics
• Front has machine screw size tap drill chart for recommended 75 depth thread
• Back has decimal equivalents table in 64ths from 1/8" to 5/8"
• For National Fine and National Special series of machine screws
• Convenient 6" rule is graduated in 64ths

Order No. NE50-715 • $7.15

Legend
NE50-13 NE50-14 NE50-15

Drill Gage Sets
3-Piece Set Consists of Gages for Checking Drill Bit Sizes #1 thru #60, Letter Sizes A thru Z, and Fractional Sizes 1/64 - 1/2 × 64ths, Chromed

Order No. NE60-HMC958 • $7.95 Set

Order No. NB40-DGS • $32.10 Set
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